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W E L C O M E

Scott Harper
A warm welcome to the 2017
Scottish Gymnastics Awards, which
celebrate the achievements of our
members over the last 12 months.
This evening is a chance to recognise
sporting success and reflect on
the commitment and contribution
of our members to the continued
development of the sport.
Our finalists in each award category
have been selected from the many
people across our community
who work tirelessly in pursuit of
gymnastics excellence in Scotland,
for going above and beyond.
Over the course of the evening
we will hear much more about

T O N I G H T ’ S

them, and the sporting highlights
of the past year. Let me be first to
congratulate – and thank - you all!
Our sport continues to grow with
participation at record levels, thanks
to the hard work of our members
across our sport. The Scottish
Gymnastics team will continue to do
everything possible to support our
clubs, their ambitions, and to aspire to
be world class in everything we do.
On behalf of the Board, thank
you for joining us for tonight’s
celebration. I shall leave you in the
hands of our host, Dougie Vipond.
Enjoy the evening, let your hair
down and let’s celebrate success!

H O S T

Dougie Vipond
Dougie Vipond is a well-known face in Scotland, as a musician and
broadcaster. A founding member of pop band Deacon Blue, he has
enjoyed chart success over three decades. When he puts down his
drumsticks, he can be found across the BBC, presenting many different
sports programmes as well donning his waterproof jacket and going
outdoors with The Adventure Show and the rural affairs series, Landward.
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of equipment
and accessories
entirely dedicated
to gymnastics.

Catalogue available upon request WWW.GYMNOVA.CO.UK

Coach of the Year
This award celebrates our coaches who inspire their gymnasts, improving their ability to perform, and make
a positive impact on others at their club. They are committed to providing the highest standard of coaching,
demonstrate innovative practice, and help with the development of other coaches.

F I N A L I S T S

S P O N S O R E D

B Y

FIONA FYFE

LAUREN JEFFREY

Astro Gymnastics

City of Edinburgh Trampoline Club

Fiona works tirelessly to ensure her gymnasts have access

Lauren has dedicated 10 years to building up a successful

to the best training and development opportunities possible

club, encouraging participation in competitive double mini

which can be seen in the club’s gymnasts’ performances over

trampoline throughout Scotland. A high school geography

the past year. She had the largest number of gymnasts qualify

and biology teacher by day, her fantastic work ethic sees her

for a British final and coached and choreographed her display

spending as much time in the gym as possible, supporting

team, Astro Eden, to a gold medal at The World Gym for Life

grass roots to elite performers five evenings a week in

Challenge in Norway. She was also team manager at the Celtic

addition to competitions and coaching at weekends. She

Cup where her gymnasts contributed to Scotland’s win.

has succeeded at all levels, with gymnasts qualifying for
Scottish and British championships, and two gymnasts

Fiona is currently completing her PGDip in Sports Coaching

currently in the Great Britain senior women’s DMT squad.

Enhancement through Scottish Gymnastics which has
helped her understand more about performance, and

Lauren was the Scottish DMT team’s lead coach at this years’

putting this into practice in the gym is already benefitting

NDP Regional Team Finals where they won a second successive

her gymnasts; five qualified for NDP finals with one pair

title, and she coaches the GB DMT squads. She has recently

winning silver. Her passion and dedication means she

completed her DMT tutor & assessor qualification at club

also works hard to support others through exams, helping

Level, and continues to use her GB coaching experience

create the next generation of coaches for the club.

to encourage the development of other coaches.

MARIUS GHERMAN

ANGELA TURNER

City of Glasgow Gymnastics Club

City of Glasgow Gymnastics Club

Marius lives, eats and breathes gymnastics, always analysing

Angela Turner is considered one of the most dedicated, and

and studying the sport, looking for ways to improve his skills.

successful, coaches in Scotland today; her gymnasts have

Using his experience as an international gymnast and coach in

won world games titles, British championships, Scottish

Romania, he has contributed significantly to the sport in Glasgow

championships, European games and Special Olympics medals.

and Scotland. Marius works hard to get the best out of beginner,

Angela campaigns for equality in disability gymnastics and for

development and performance gymnasts and makes time to

her gymnasts to be viewed equally on the competitive field.

advise and encourage gymnasts and coaches in other disciplines.

She never asks them to be treated differently or “special”,

His performance gymnasts have represented Scotland and

fostering a competitive spirit and drive and encouraging

competed in three Commonwealth Games, and he has been

them to be the very best that they can be. She consults

selected as Team Scotland coach for the third time. This year,

with men’s artistic coaches and the technical panel to bring

his gymnast, Pavel Karnejenko, was the first men’s artistic

disability gymnastics into the mainstream programme.

gymnast living in Scotland invited into the GB performance
programme, and helped GB win a silver medal at EYOF 2017.

Angela is a dynamic individual with boundless energy and
enthusiasm, always uplifting and motivational, although

Marius’ energy, enthusiasm and love of the sport is infectious:

she will claim success is down to the team she works with.

several of his gymnasts have gone on to coaching careers

However, what drives them is her commitment, her pursuit

which is evidence he fosters a long-lasting love of the sport.

of excellence and her ability to put others’ needs first.
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Stanger Pro are a Talent
Systems Consultancy who
use an evidence based
approach to help clients in
business and sport create
an interconnected system
of understanding, processes
and skills DESIGNED to
maximise the potential of
individuals and teams

We proudly work with Scottish Gymnastics and to find out how we can help your organisation,
book a FREE assessment by emailing
tony@stangerpro.com
www.stangerpro.com

Young Coach of the Year
This award celebrates the talents of our younger generation of coaches who are already having an impact on their gymnasts and club. They
are committed to providing the highest standard of coaching, demonstrate innovative practice, and have invested time in their development
as a coach. Their positive attitude inspires their gymnasts and helps them reach their potential.

F I N A L I S T S

S P O N S O R E D

B Y

STUART LANGAN
Dynamite Gymnastics Club
Stuart has developed many gymnasts with his brilliant attitude and catching passion
for gymnastics, adapting his extensive knowledge of tumbling to innovate the way
he coaches many skills in trampolining. Since setting up the trampoline discipline
in September 2015, he has enjoyed developing his coaching skills and knowledge
to benefit his gymnasts, many of whom have qualified for and won medals at
the Scottish championships, NDP Regional Team Finals, and NDP Finals.
Stuart has also attended trampoline and tumbling judging courses,
judging in the latter discipline at British Championships, and can be seen
helping with set up at every Scottish Gymnastics competition.

ERIN THOMSON
Saltire Team Gymnastics
Erin has shown great commitment to her own development to ensure she is the best
coach she can be. Having stopped training early through injury, the 17 year-old has
used the time to learn from other coaches to give her a well-rounded experience
and has already progressed to level two. Her excellent coaching style means she
easily adapts to work with recreational and performance level gymnasts alike.
Erin has shown great initiative, planning a year in advance, taking more responsibility
for the overall development of the groups of gymnasts she leads, which includes
the boys’ development group and the primary/youth TeamGym squad.
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Official of the Year
This award celebrates our dedicated officials, without whom, we could not run our busy competition
programme in Scotland. They are committed to providing the highest standard of judging and developing
their knowledge further. Their encouraging attitude has inspired and had a positive impact on other officials.

F I N A L I S T S

S P O N S O R E D

TRACEY FINLAY
Tracey has shown extensive commitment
and sacrifice to acrobatics at the highest
level for over 17 years and as one of
three Cat 2 Intercontinental FIG Brevet
judges in the UK, she is Scotland’s highest
qualified judge. She is regularly selected
for the Great Britain team, as a panel
judge at international competitions, and
has been in charge of the panel and on
the superior jury at world championships.
Since returning from the USA, Tracey
has re invigorated the Scottish
judging community with competitions
becoming of higher quality, fairer
and a more positive experience for
gymnasts, coaches and officials. She
has successfully implemented the
change in code of points, and is never
more than a phone call away for
advice and encouragement, mentoring
others to move up judging levels.
Tracey organises judging panels for
regional competitions and helps with
panels for local club competitions.
She inspires confidence and warmth
in encouraging judges, is professional
yet approachable, and as a wellrespected figure internationally, is
an asset to the development of
acrobatic gymnasts in this country.

B Y

KATRINA HARPER

SARA POLITAKIS

Zodiak Gymnastics Club

Dundonald Gymnastics Club

Katrina is only one of 27 FIG International

Sara has been with the club for 10

Brevet judges for women’s artistic

years, choosing to stay involved in the

gymnastics in Great Britain, a significant

sport through her own personal interest

personal achievement which she sees

and commitment long after her three

as an opportunity to gain knowledge

daughters stopped recreational classes.

and give back to judges in the domestic

With no previous gymnastics experience

programme. A British Gymnastics tutor,

she became club committee secretary,

she has organised and delivered courses

then began judging in 2009. This year,

for club and regional level judges as part

she committed a significant amount of

of the four-year requalification cycle.

extra time and commitment to qualify
as a women’s artistic national judge.

As the technical panel’s judging
officer, Katrina arranges panels for

Sara judges as often as possible at floor

every women’s artistic competition,

and vault, women’s artistic, school,

from floor and vault events to full

and formers events and has supported

FIG championships and international

the Scottish Gymnastics’ performance

events. She mentors and supports

department at trials for representative

judges to volunteer at events which

events. Whilst some of her involvement

can last 12 hours, and encourages

is representing Dundonald, she attends

them to think of the ‘bigger picture’,

many of these events to assist other

particularly when assessing younger,

clubs in providing a representative.

less-experienced competitors, within
the rules of the sport. This has set the

Sara regularly visits the gym, checks

tone for new candidates and given

and assists in routine construction and

them the confidence to progress.

attends at other clubs to watch gymnasts
train and familiarise herself with the range

Katrina would never expect anyone to do

of skills relevant to her qualifications.

more than she does, which is everything

Sara’s commitment as a volunteer,

she can to make sure long competition

preparing for and officiating regularly

days go as smoothly as possible and as

at competitions which involve long

fairly for every gymnast competing.

days, makes a significant contribution
to her club and her chosen sport.
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Established in 1963, W Denis has grown to be one
of the largest Independent Brokers based in the UK.
Providing specialist insurance and risk management
services to a wide range of sectors

e
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Personal Accident & Travel
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Manufacture & Distribution
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e

Marine & Aviation

Fully Accredited Broker at Lloyds of London
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

Brigade House 86 Kirkstall Road Leeds LS3 1 LQ
T: 0113 243 9812 W: www.wdenis.co.uk
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Senior Gymnast of the Year
This award celebrates senior gymnasts across the disciplines in our community. They have successfully
taken part in the Scottish Gymnastics competition programme, made considerable improvements in their
performances and achievements, and are a role model for others, raising the profile of our sport.

F I N A L I S T S

S P O N S O R E D

B Y

SHANNON ARCHER

KELVIN CHAM

ADAM SOUTER

City of Glasgow Gymnastics Club

City of Glasgow Gymnastics Club

Saltire Team Gymnastics

Shannon’s never give up attitude was

Kelvin’s hard work this year saw him

Adam was part of the first ever medal

best illustrated when she became

crowned Scottish Men’s Artistic Senior

winning GB team at the European

Scottish Women’s Artistic Senior

All-Around Champion at the national

Teamgym Championships, taking bronze

All-Around Champion after being

artistic championships. He won gold

with the junior men’s team. Since

side-lined by injury for almost three

on floor and bronze all-around at

transitioning from junior to senior, he

years. She has worked hard with her

Gymsport International in Portugal

has progressed his skill level significantly

coach as a team to achieve her best

and competed in the UK School

and moved into a mixed team which won

results so far. The turning point was

Games as well as English, British, and

the Scottish and Northern Opens and

becoming the first home-grown senior

Northern European championships.

came third in the British Championships.

gymnast to qualify for two apparatus

He also competes in trampolining

finals at last year’s British championships.

In addition to his technical and practical

She also qualified fifth in vault in 2017,

expertise, Kelvin is an excellent role

and has won medals at the Malar Cup

model for younger gymnasts who

A hard working and resilient member

and Gordon Foster Team Challenge.

are already displaying positive mental

of Saltire since he was seven,

attitudes and professional organisation

Adam is now a role model to other

Many would have walked away from

in their training. He has an excellent

youngsters, volunteering in an after-

the sport, but Shannon had a goal,

attitude and good work ethic, which

school club to encourage more boys

and still does, to represent Scotland

along with his focus and determination,

into gymnastics.He has set himself

at a Commonwealth Games. She is

helps him deal well with setbacks,

challenging targets which he is pushing

a positive role model for younger

in setting realistic goals, and making

to achieve and is now in preparation

gymnasts to aspire to and always

healthy life choices. Having reached

for the next European TeamGym

makes time to chat and help with

phase one qualification standards,

championships in October 2018.

choreography on floor and beam.

one of those goals is the Gold Coast
2018 Commonwealth Games.

XIII

and DMT with Two Foot Higher.

Junior Gymnast of the Year
This award celebrates emerging talent across the disciplines in our community. They have successfully
taken part in the Scottish Gymnastics competition programme, made considerable improvements in their
performances and achievements, and are a role model for others, raising the profile of their sport.

F I N A L I S T S

S P O N S O R E D

KEIR DAVIDSON
Tiggers Trampoline Club
Keir strives for perfection and spends
as much time focusing on strength and

B Y

ERIN HENDERSON,
SACHA MUIR, CHLOE
ROWLANDS
Acrobay

PAVEL KARNEJENKO
City of Glasgow/Notts
Gymnastics Academy
Among Pavel’s achievements in the

flexibility as he does in the gym. Part

They have been together less than a

past year include winning the all-

of the British Gymnastics trampoline

year, but Chloe, Erin, and Sacha have

around title at the UK School Games,

national talent development squad, he

already achieved results and show

individual and team medals at the

brings back the skills and conditioning

promise of more to come. They are

Northern European Championships and

he learns and shares drills with gymnasts

driven by success and their highest

Gymsport for Scotland, and in other

in his club. Among his achievements

score so far which earned silver at

international events for Great Britain.

in the past year is gold in FIG 9-10 at

the British acrobatic championships

He won gold on rings, parallel bars

the Scottish trampoline championships

has spurred them on to work harder

and high bar on his way to becoming

and bronze in the same category at the

and improve. They came second in

Scottish junior all-around champion.

British championships where he also won

GB trials for the European age group

bronze in the FIG 11-12 synchro event.

competition, narrowly missing out on

Pavel’s commitment to his gymnastics

selection, and have now set their sights

is evident in his decision to move from

on the team for world age groups.

Scotland to train full time in Nottingham

Keir is mature and constantly wants
to improve. If something is hard, he

for the European Championships in

has the tenacity to push through and

The trio helped Scotland retain the

2018, and he has since won team silver

achieve his goal, and the determination

Celtic Cup and were fifth in the Maia

for GB at the European Youth Olympics

to reach the top tiers in trampolining.

International Acro Cup in Portugal.

Festival. He has been an outstanding

They are like a family, looking out for

junior gymnast and looks set to make a

each other and those around them, and

successful transition to the senior ranks.

always have a smile on their faces.

XIV

SCOTT MCCORMACK

ELLIE RUSSELL

Dynamite Gymnastics

West Lothian Artistic Gymnastics Club

Scott has been committed to gymnastics from a young age

Ellie loves her sport and is fully committed to becoming

and has achieved results in the past year which no other

a top Scottish and British gymnast. Her behaviour and

Scottish tumbler has done previously. He won gold at FIG

attitude combined with her dedication and passion is

17-21 level and the FIG trophy at the 2016 Scottish tumbling

reflected in her performances. She became Scottish junior

championships, junior individual and team gold for Great

all-around champion for the second year running, reached

Britain at the Loulé Cup, qualified for the British Tumble

two apparatus finals at the junior British championships,

finals, and earned a place in the GB 17-21 tumble squad.

and won gold in the North West Open championships.
She trains exceptionally hard with her coach and is part

Scott’s dedication and passion for tumbling inspires

of the Commonwealth Games preparation squad.

tumblers in his club and across Scotland as he continues to
improve his skills and achieve further results nationally and

Ellie is a key influencer within her club and an outstanding

internationally. He encourages younger gymnasts and he

role model for both male and female gymnasts. She is

now coaches having recently attaining his level one award.

supportive of her peers and is a lively character who makes
the gym environment fun and enjoyable to be part of.

PROU D TO CA P T U R E SCOT T ISH GYM N AST ICS
MOM EN TS OF T H E YEA R
w w w.ps b. pho t o |

@ps b pho t o

Volunteer of the Year
This award celebrates our volunteers whose time and dedication is invaluable in our community. They are
committed to volunteering, gaining experience in a variety of roles. They go above and beyond their usual
volunteer role in contributing to the running of their club or events.

F I N A L I S T S

STEVEN MCKINNEL
Dumfries Y
When his daughter’s club needed coaches four years ago, Steven stepped up.
He now dedicates at least 18 hours a week as a coach, while working full time
as an electrician and coaching a local football team. In the past year, he has
also organised classes in primary and secondary schools. He takes immense
pride in helping gymnasts develop their skills and spends hours devising
detail-oriented, fun session plans with lots of progression and drills.
Steven opens up opportunities to children in the community, and without him, many
young gymnasts would miss the chance train and compete in a sport they love.

VAL PURVES
West Lothian Artistic Gymnastics Club
Val has volunteered for over four years, committing up to 20 hours a week as a
board member, leading on marketing, communication and sponsorship which
has made a significant difference to the club in the past year. A gymnastics mum,
she has recruited 15 other enthusiastic parents who work together to deliver the
action plan which has included revamping their digital and social media, and
organising various events to raise money for club development. She also liaises with
local media and businesses to raise awareness of the club in the community.
Val’s passion, energy and drive is contagious and her can-do attitude
is an inspiration to everyone in the club.

JEAN WALKER
Saltire TeamGym
Jean’s dedication goes above and beyond the chairperson’s job description. She meets
regularly with coaches and club officials to make sure she is fully aware of all activities,
oversees projects from trip bookings to fundraising, and steps in at short notice to
help wherever needed. The full-time working mum attended the Scottish Gymnastics
Leadership Academy to help in her role and she meets other sport figures in the area
to share ideas on running sports clubs to benefit the club and the community.
Jean a ‘go to’ person for many, always remaining calm and collected,
and is key to the running and functioning of the club.

XVI

Club of the Year
This award celebrates an innovative club whose activities and achievements make an impact on their gymnasts,
coaches and wider community. They have created innovative ways to grow and improve the club, and shown commitment
to Scottish Gymnastics initiatives, competition programmes, and the performance pathway.

F I N A L I S T S

S P O N S O R E D

B Y

DYNAMITE

SALTIRE TEAM GYMNASTICS

Having opened West Dunbartonshire’s only gymnastics-

Saltire may have a relatively small membership, but they have

specific facility in early 2016, Dynamite can hold more classes

big ambitions: to engage children, young people and adults in

from pre-school upwards, through their commitment to

a new discipline of gymnastics, retain them in the sport, and

increase opportunities in their community. They want to show

provide pathways into performance. They have already produced

involvement in the sport at all ages and levels is possible. In

GB level gymnasts. They have employed a full-time club

striving to represent gymnastics for all, their five display teams

development manager as they work towards having their own

have attended many festivals including Gymfest, and were

premises, and are developing a sustainability plan for coaching

invited to perform at British championships at the Echo Arena

to allow for the club’s growth. Five coaches have progressed

in April and July. Their Sparklers team were awarded one of

to level two this year, two were supported through a coaching

only three gold pins at the British Gym for Life challenge 2017.

course in Denmark with another on the UEG apprenticeship
programme. The club also supported its chairperson through

Dynamite’s tumble section has had an outstanding year with

the Scottish Gymnastics leadership academy, while two

Scott McCormack selected for GB tumble squads and winning

members are helping widen the discipline through the

individual and team gold at the Loulé Cup. Four gymnasts

Technical Panel, and they mentor coaches around Scotland.

were selected for GB tumbling aspiring talent squads, and 18
were in the Scottish team at the NDP regional team finals,

Saltire is active in the community, with strong links to

alongside lead tumble coach Ellena Devitt, three of whom

EnjoyLeisure and Prestonpans Community Sport Hub,

went on to win their respective levels at the NDP finals.

and is a founding member of the East Lothian Gymnastics
Development Forum. Their head coach also supports East
Lothian Council run the region’s disability gymnastics

GARIOCH

programme as they look to develop their own dedicated class.

Garioch Gymnastics works to ensure all gymnasts who walk

WEST LOTHIAN ARTISTIC

through their doors be the best they can be. They believe
success is not just measured in medals and want children
to find a lifelong love for the sport by learning technical

West Lothian Artistic Gymnastics Club continues to grow,

and life skills. The club has introduced a gymnasts’ forum to

striving to be the best they can be for their gymnasts, coaches

fundraise and help run events, which includes two gymnasts

and community. Supported by Scottish Gymnastics, they have

to represent their section in the group. They encourage

worked on their business plan to prioritise their aims, with a

gymnasts to progress into coaching and judging, whether at

team of 15 volunteers raising their profile by improving digital

home or when moving away to university or work. They have

and social media and funds to contribute towards future

developed seven satellite classes and holiday programmes

developments. They have positive relationships with local

across the community, working with Aberdeenshire Council,

partners including Active Schools, which they see as essential in

to take gymnastics to rural areas, earning the Best After-

supporting their ambition for the longer sustainability of the club.

School Club or Activity award by Raring 2 Go readers.
Two West Lothian members have been part of the Scottish
Garioch has entered every Scottish Gymnastics women’s artistic

Gymnastics leadership programme this year, while men’s artistic

competition this year, and seven gymnasts are on Scottish

head coach John Campbell is in the final stages of his UK Sport

Gymnastics’ performance programmes, while Jamie Czop is

ASPIRE programme, and is mentored by Scott Hann which

part of the Regional Pathway Coach programme. With Izzy

benefits their coaches and gymnasts. Sandy Richardson and

Tolometti vying for Commonwealth Games 2018 selection,

Ruth Griffin support and mentor young female coaches, with

the club hopes this will benefit and inspire all their members

four former gymnasts qualifying at level 1 and two progressing
to level two. Their successful competitive year included Ellie
Russell becoming Scottish junior champion for the second
year running, inspiring younger members of the club.

XVII

Special Recognition
The Special Recognition Award is presented to members of the Scottish Gymnastics community
whose achievements and commitment to our sport deserve special recognition. This award
recognises the hard work and dedication of those who have gone above and beyond in making
a positive impact on their discipline, as a role model or through their outstanding personal
achievements, thus raising the profile of our sport.

Lifetime Achievement
The Lifetime Achieve Award is presented to an exceptional member of the Scottish
Gymnastics community who has given a lifetime’s commitment to our sport. Their
outstanding contribution to gymnastics in Scotland has made a significant difference
to a local club, community, programme or initiative. They have dedicated their life to
the development of gymnastics in Scotland and have shown a commitment to personal
development, teamwork and supporting the development of others.
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Join our online community and keep updated on
the latest gymnastics news across Scotland!
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